Nine Peckar & Abramson Attorneys Named 2022 Thought Leaders
in Who’s Who Legal
National construction law firm Peckar & Abramson, P.C. (P&A) is pleased to announce that nine attorneys
have been named 2022 WWL Thought Leaders – Construction by Who’s Who Legal. These attorneys are
recognized for having obtained the largest number of nominations from peers, corporate counsel, and other
market sources in WWL’s most recent research cycle, with many having been listed multiple years in a row.
The following attorneys were named 2022 WWL Thought Leaders – Construction:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adrian L. Bastianelli, III – Washington, DC
Michael A. Branca – Washington, DC
Steven M. Charney – New York, NY
Charles F. Kenny – River Edge, NJ
Bruce D. Meller – River Edge, NJ
Paul Monte – New York, NY
Robert S. Peckar – New York, NY
Howard M. Rosen – New York, NY
Gary M. Stein – Miami, FL

Firm Chair, Steven M. Charney, commented, “It is an honor to have Who’s Who Legal recognize our attorneys’
efforts to provide valuable knowledge through their decades of experience. As a firm that takes immense pride
in our attorneys’ ability to innovate, inspire, and deliver results for our clients, these attorneys exemplify just that.”
ABOUT WWL THOUGHT LEADERS: CONSTRUCTION
According to the publication, WWL Thought Leaders: Construction brings together the world’s foremost
practitioners in the area, giving readers access to their insight, expertise, and wisdom. The publications states
that the selected individuals obtained the largest number of nominations from peers, corporate counsel, and
other market sources in their most recent research cycle.
ABOUT PECKAR & ABRAMSON, P.C.
Peckar & Abramson, P.C. maintains offices in New York City, New Jersey, Boston, Washington D.C., Miami,
Chicago, Oakland, Los Angeles, Austin, Houston and Dallas, and has affiliations with global firms in Latin America
(through its founding membership in CONSTRULEGAL) and across Europe (through its founding membership in
Leading Construction Lawyers International Alliance). In addition to its core construction practice, the firm has
affiliated practice groups who counsel contractors on labor and employment matters, corporate and regulatory
compliance issues including D/M/WBE compliance and general corporate and real estate matters.
As always, we are pleased to share insights and updates related to legal issues of interest with clients and friends of the Firm. Our
records reflect that the recipient of this message is not a European Union “Data Subject” as defined by the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR), enacted on May 25, 2018. If you are or consider yourself to be a Data Subject under the EU’s GDPR, kindly email
Megan Seybuck at mseybuck@pecklaw.com right away. The GDPR requires that all European Union Data Subjects provide explicit
consent in order to continue to receive our communications.
The information provided in this Press Release does not, nor is it intended to, constitute legal advice. Readers should not take or
refrain from taking any action based on any information contained in this Press Release without first seeking legal advice.
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